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ABSTRACT

Heterogeneous Wireless Multimedia Sensor Network (WMSN) is a delay prone network requires an energy entropy model to overcome delay during multimedia packet transmission. The core idea of this work is to avoid delay by determining the next hop of a node based on factors such as, residual energy, success ratio and time taken to deliver a packet. The proposed Transport Layer algorithm called Delay Sensitive Opportunistic and Habitual Routing Protocol (DSOHRP) provides an optimized path between the sender and receiver by using delay sensitive constraints in the holistic network.

Another key factor that is satisfied with this approach is Load Balance. Load balance is achieved by transmitting packets on the path, based on the opportunistic routing feature exuded in the proposed algorithm. This work is an algorithmic approach to maximise the Network life time and minimize the delay by choosing two optimal paths for the transfer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Multimedia Sensor Network (WMSN) is a collection of Wireless Multimedia Sensor node (WMSn) and Wireless Sensor node (WSn). The sensed data is required to be transmitted to the receiver or sink without any delay. A clear route is essential for this type of transfer. The major factor causing discrepancies is the overhead that arises due to delay in almost all the parts of a network.

To avoid overhead in routing, travel path of the packet is determined prior to forwarding and redundancy is removed by the comparison operation performed on the base packet and successive packets. Here, the best path for routing is chosen such that QOS is highly supported thereby reducing the delay and traffic overhead.

Though WMSN has a number of limitations, the most sought after applications such as surveillance management and Environment Monitoring turns laborious without WMSN. Delay sensitive routing overcomes ping pong effect and looping, thus managing power in a Multimedia node. The necessary QOS parameters to route the packet to the destination are Loss tolerance, jitter, delay, and throughput.

Power constraints of a network impose delay calculation prior to forwarding and habitual routing for the sustenance of the network. Habitual routing is based on the temporal performance of the nodes. Power consumption is minimal if the captured data is forwarded to the base or sink before the nodes lose power. Hence, Loss of data becomes a rare event.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work of the delay sensitivity in WMSN. Section 3 describes the functionalities of present DSOHR protocol. Section 4 describes dissemination and Section 5 Conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK

Routing of multimedia data is an arduous task in Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) due to the energy constraints, methods of acquiring data and computational capabilities of individual nodes in the network. To enhance the quality of routing, delivery should be provided for video streams by using the best nodes along the route [1].

But this approach drains the node power within a short span. Designing a mathematical model for energy consumption, data flow and connectivity [2] along with parameters such as number of hops to reach the destination and the best path arc among myriad arcs is in dire need of addressing the habitual behavior aspect of the nodes; else it becomes difficult to know their calibre.
In reference [3] the survey paper explained, the network is designed with a Delay Estimation Module and an Adaptive Routing Module. It proactively calculates, mean delay at each node without actual packet exchange. It uses two exploration agents to discover the best available routes between a given pair of nodes[4]. Routing is viewed as an approach of selecting single path for transmission [6], [7].

Due to the minimum transmission capacity and energy restrictions of sensor nodes, a single path often do not meet all the requirements of video transmission [5], [8]. Cluster Head election is performed to increase the life time of the network [9] without delay or jitter. Since traditional wireless sensor networks approaches are not feasible in many situations or efficient in specialized scenarios, the nature of video-based wireless sensor networks demands new algorithms and solutions.

In comparison with the existing research, the proposed work is distinct in terms of delay sensitivity. Multipath routing by choosing an optimized path and Habitual routing are the techniques that throughputs a profound increase in lifetime of the network even in the presence of unreliable nodes.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS

WMSn captures video or still images and routes them finding application in numerous fields such as environmental monitoring, fire accidents etc. Each MSN is aware of its own location by making use of location techniques or beacon signals. A multitude of nodes is deployed to capture the images and videos for monitoring and surveillance purposes in a remote environment.

There are two different types of sensor nodes deployed in WMS Network: WSn for sensing data, WMSn for capturing video or image. The duo uses sink nodes for receiving, storing, and processing data.

To enhance the lifetime of a network, expected travel time of the packet is calculated by selecting a cluster head and forming an arc (path) between sender and receiver.

Selection of a node as a cluster head is based on its resources. Resources refer to the RGB value of sensed images taken at stipulated intervals of time. A node rich in resources is most likely to become the cluster head.

As a result of using Multimedia Sensor Node cogently, event coverage takes place with the least amount of redundancy. Once an event is detected, the sensors in the vicinity can be actuated to capture an image or video of the event until the event ends. Such video data can then be used for observations.

3.1 Identifying Resource Rich cluster Head

One of the multimedia sensors is selected as the cluster head and other WSn are used for routing purposes. The prerequisites for choosing the cluster head depends on the fact, that, a cluster head can be a node which possesses more RGB value compared to all the other WMSn. Since all the sensors are static, each node knows about its neighbours by sending a beacon signal. Routing is based on the power of the nodes. Thus, Delay is avoided by choosing the resource rich node for transmission.

3.1.1 Cluster head selection

Splitting the sensor networks into small manageable units is referred as clustering and, the process is called clustering process. A cluster head is selected from each cluster, based on the energy level of the nodes and their distances.

The main objective is to make the cluster head alone communicate with the base station, so that the remaining nodes can be put to a sleep state, thus preserving power. The set is considered to be acceptable once the clusters obtained after an iterative selection process are found to be physically significant.

To support QOS in routing Images, Videos, and Audio files, an approach is designed to be delay sensitive and to provide habitual as well as opportunistic routing. This is supported by the algorithm called DSOHRP.

Algorithm:

Layout of Delay Sensitive Opportunistic and Habitual Routing Protocol

Event driven multimedia transport layer routing is divided into two phases.

1. In phase1, a base frame is the first frame of an event and each frame is compared with its predecessor at the Cluster head and the Proxy cluster Head.

2. In Phase 2, the proposed Transport layer protocol, Delay Sensitive Opportunistic and Habitual Routing is by

1. Taking the factors such as Energy consumption of the nodes, Success ratio of the node, and Time Taken to Deliver the Packet, to find the best path by issuing a Token.
2. The paths or links connecting sender and receiver are realised in the form of arcs based on Token values.

3. Habitual routing is introduced to validate the calibre of nodes in the arc, based on their temporal parameters. The behaviour of the node is categorised by (i) Transmission speed (ii) Success rate (iii) Sensor features.

4. Path Selection: Among number of path, the path that can be chosen is based on (a) Cut graph, (b) capacity of the arc, (c) weight of the Upper arc, (d) weight of the Lower arc. Cut graph protect the set of nodes from the multipath.

5. Load Balance: Opportunistic Routing is implemented by setting a priority for path to choose upper or lower arc, in order to balance the load in the path arc.

In this protocol, a source node senses the multimedia data with phase detection combined with auto focusing techniques and communicates the sensed data to the destination node via sink taking into account the Qos factors. There are two phases to support Qos delay sensitive opportunistic routing algorithm.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

In the Phase1, a heterogeneous network, and Multimedia sensor nodes are validated in terms of its resource which is the RGB value. There are three types of routing and data reporting in a Wireless Multimedia sensor Network,

(1) Event Driven (2) Time Driven (3) Query Driven.

The event driven method is used to deliver the data when any event occurs, whereas query driven approach occurs when a query arises at the receiver’s side.

The time driven Data reporting method is used for reporting the data in a periodical manner and sensed Data needs to be delivered before the loss of battery power in the node. Loss of battery power can be denoted by critical factor.

For the Query Driven reporting Method, when a query is triggered from the sink, it reaches the location of the proxy cluster head, which stores the data for a while, and reports to the sink.

3.2.1 Delay Sensitive Routing Protocol (phase1)

Phase1 revolves around choosing two High power neighbouring nodes, one of them is the cluster head and the other is the proxy cluster Head. The cluster Head of a group of nodes collects all the information from that particular group and transfers it to proxy cluster Head. The proxy cluster head which stores only the previous frame. The next frame from the cluster Head is checked with previous frame, if there is a difference, only the difference bit frame is passed on to next cluster, and forwards multimedia frames simultaneously.

If the High power nodes are not neighbours, then the node with the highest power is the cluster Head, which stores a frame and forwards the multimedia frame simultaneously.

Routing is established by transferring the packet to the next node which may be any node like the proxy cluster head, cluster Head or any ordinary Node.

Video data can be portrayed as a series of still image frames. The sequence of frames contains spatial and temporal redundancy that video compression algorithms attempt to eliminate. This is performed by comparing two frames and appending only the difference.

3.2.2 Multimedia Frame Comparison Algorithm (Phase1):

Let \( F_1 \) be the base image with \( r_1 \) pixels and \( d_1 \) data, and \( F_2 \) be the incoming image with \( r_2 \) pixels and \( d_2 \) data.

Image is set with a metadata ['id_flag'] = null, metadata ['id_change'] = null.

For every incoming image other than base image do:

Let \( y_1 \) be the normalized base image with data \( d_1 \) and \( y_2 \) be the normalized incoming image with data \( d_2 \).

Comparing phase:

Let \( f_1 \) be the base image and \( f_2 \) be the incoming image do:

If \( y_1 == y_2 \) then

append id_flag = false to \( d_2 \)
append id_change = false to \( d_2 \)

Else

append id_flag = true

\( c = \text{deviation}(f_1-f_2) \)

If \( c > \text{critical_value} \) then

Append c_value = 1 to \( d_2 \)
append id_change = c
append id_flag = true to \( d_2 \)

Return \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \)

Now, \( f_2 \) will be the new base image \( f_1 \) and the incoming image will be \( f_2 \)
3.3 Delay Sensitive Opportunistic and Habitual Routing Protocol (DSOHPRP) (Phase 2)

In the cluster of nodes, instead of allocating an entire task to WMSn, WSn can be used as source node, relay or sink. WSn may be in sense mode and in relay mode. High power WSN is chosen to act in both the modes. Otherwise a node acts in either of the modes. In sense mode, the data is sensed and in relay mode node it merely acts as a relay route.

Critical factor is the minimum amount of energy a node can operate with. Once the node reaches the critical factor, it can be taken as a warning for a dead node and data is transmitted as quickly as possible.

3.3.1 Parameters: Routing Path Selection

Multipath routing addresses two major constraints: The number of paths that are available and the path that is to be chosen for transmission. The computation steps to determine the optimal path for enhancing DSHORP is as follows.

For event driven routing, packet with an end to end delivery and reliability is designed for selecting a path based on the characteristics of each node such as: (i) Energy consumption, (ii) Success ratio of the node (iii) Time taken to deliver the packet.

The next hop is based on the above characteristics of the node. A token is assigned for each of the characteristic features, which decides whether the node is accepted on the path. This is represented by the token of Hop (TOH), generated based on the threshold value of tokens.

The proposed work estimates the minimum hop delay among the number of paths between sender and receiver by issuing a token of hop. Fig-2 shows the routing in DSHORP.

(i). Energy Consumption:
A residual value is calculated for each node enabling the node to act as a cluster head or a proxy cluster head or as a next hop. A residual value is calculated for each node based on Packet Sending / Receiving Rate (PSR/PRR), Number of packets sent or received over a period of time. A Differentiated threshold value is assigned to the node in order to set priority. The higher priority node is assigned with an optimal value (opval) and critical value (cval), a second priority node is assigned with optimal value1 (opval1) and critical value1 (cval1).

A token is assigned for selection of a node and is named Token of Selection (ToS). The value of the token assigned would be 2 for higher priority and 1 for second priority. If it is less than critical value then content are forwarded to next hop before the node dies, and then ToS is assigned as 3 which is the highest priority at that instant.

Fig-1 Phase 1 & Phase 2 Of Routing

Fig-2 Routing In DSHORP
Residual Node selection

The algorithm for node selection in the arc as,

\[ \text{Residual Value}(n[i]) = \frac{\text{IE} - (\text{No. of video packets transmitted} \times \text{TE})}{\text{No. of video packets received} \times \text{EC}}; \]

where, (1024 B/s = 1 pkt)

(ii) Success Ratio of the Node

The success ratio of the node is calculated by Habitual routing, which requires the history of the transmissions of the node and is found by (i) Transmission speed (ii) Success rate (iii) Sensor features

The transmission speed is the ratio of power and the number of transmissions. They normally depend on Link quality and distance between the nodes. Due to static topology of sensor network, the distance is same whereas the link quality depends on channel behaviour in multipath environments.

If the channel quality is good then speed is calculated as Distance/Time.

Success ratio of the node is calculated by Packet Dropping Rate (PDR), which is the number of packets that were sent to a certain node but were not forwarded by that node which is based on the ratio between Received Signal Strength (RSS) and Packet arrival process. The RSS is the Measurement of power present in received radio signal and measured in mill watts and the Packet Arrival Process (PAP) is a Poisson process in which the inter arrival time distribution is exponential with rate \( \lambda \).

**Notations** Simplicity of formulation there are certain notations used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notations</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opvl</td>
<td>Optimal Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cval</td>
<td>Critical value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Set of Arc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rv</td>
<td>Residual Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>Success ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ds</td>
<td>Data Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ec</td>
<td>Energy Consumption (The energy consumption based on the mode of the sensor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.E.</td>
<td>initial energy of the node,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.E</td>
<td>transmission energy to transmit the packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.C</td>
<td>energy consumed by receiving a packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOS</td>
<td>Token of Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOR</td>
<td>Token of Success ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tdelvery</td>
<td>Token of delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOH</td>
<td>Token of Hop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>Priority of the arc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>frame rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>la</td>
<td>Length of the arc (calculated as no of Hops between Source and destination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa</td>
<td>Max. Weight of node in the arc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>Capacity of arc (Between Source and destination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wua</td>
<td>Weight of the Upper Arc (Highest Optimal Power)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wla</td>
<td>Weight of the Lower arc (Second Highest Optimal Power)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>Cut of graph (Divide into sub graph)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above factors decide the Packet Forwarding Rate (PFR) that is the number of packets that the node received from its neighbors and consequently forwarded to its parent node in a period of time.

The Quality of the node is quantized for deciding the success ratio by Forward Delay Time (FDT) here, the time is calculated as a difference
between the reception and transmission time of the packet.

The sensor features depict the configuration of the node which may be a high-ended version, and also the time of deployments.

Based on an ID, a value is assigned to the configuration. For example ID=3 denotes High Memory, ID=2 for Medium & ID=1 for Low. The success rate is calculated as the number of packets received without the packet being dropped.

Another token is assigned to selection process based on its characteristics and this is named as tokens of success ratio (Tor) with values as 2 and for second priority as 1for others 0.

Success ratio ()

\[
\begin{align*}
  &I_{\text{sp}}[i] = \text{Distance} \times \frac{\text{Time}}{\text{Distance}}; \\
  &P_{\text{Rec}}[i] = \text{packets received} \times \text{packets transmitted} \\
  &S[i] = I_{\text{sp}}[i] \times I_{\text{ID}}[i] \times P_{\text{Rec}}[i] \\
  &\text{If } S[i] > 1000 \text{ then } \text{Tor}[i]=2; \\
  &\text{else if } S[i] > 500 \text{ and } S[i] < 1000 \text{ then } \text{Tor}[i]=1; \\
  &\text{else } \text{Tor}[i]=0.
\end{align*}
\]

History of the node helps in including or excluding a node from a path or an arc.

**(iii) Time Taken to Deliver the Packet**

On Hop by hop transmission of the packets in a cluster, a packet from one cluster is selected, based on node power and distance. The transmission may be proxy cluster head to proxy cluster head or to cluster Head, or to the Node.

The time taken is calculated based on

(i) Hop Count (HC): Hop count referred as intermediate nodes through which data must pass between Source and destination.

(ii) Wireless Neighbor Nodes (WNN): Neighbor nodes are the adjacent nodes, which may be cluster head to cluster head or to cluster Head to Node.

(iii) Packet Transmitting Power (PTP): Packet Transmitting power is the power with which a packet is sent to the Neighboring nodes in stipulated time.

A third token is assigned for selection namely 
token of delivery. A token T_{delivery} having a value 3 for PCH to PCH. This transmission is bestowed with high priority because of its reliability. Transmission from Proxy cluster Head to Cluster Head T_{delivery} has 2 and from Proxy cluster Head to node T_{delivery} has 1, as their token values.

\[
\begin{align*}
  &\text{Time to Deliver ()} \&
  &\text{From one hop to next hop} \\
  &\text{If} \ (t1) / \text{transmission from Proxy cluster Head to Proxy Cluster Head} \text{ Pkt transmitted} = \text{from PCH to PCH} \\
  &T_{delivery}[i]=3; \\
  &\text{Else} / \text{transmission from Proxy cluster Head to Cluster Head} \\
  &\text{Pkt transmitted= from PCH to CH} \\
  &T_{delivery}[i]=2; \\
  &\text{Else} \\
  &\text{Pkt transmitted=from (PCH to Node) / from Proxy cluster Head to node} \\
  &T_{delivery}[i]=1.
\end{align*}
\]

3.4 Path Selection

The next hop is calculated based on the token values of Residual energy, Success ratio of the Node, Time to deliver of the node. A threshold value is required to decide the performance of the node.

**Token of Hop:** The Token of Hop for a particular neighbour node is decided by summing up each of the token values assigned to a node, 

\[
\text{TOH} = \text{TOS} + \text{TOR} + \text{Tdelivery}.
\]

The neighbouring node is identified by the beacon signal and TOH generated by each node. After receiving the beacon signal along with TOH from neighbours, next hop is decided based on TOH value. Higher TOH value is for Upper arc and lower value compared to upper for lower arc. The sender node responds with their ID to avoid intrusion from intruders.

The 8 bit beacon signal of the node is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>TOH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(4 bit)</td>
<td>(4 bit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above factors conclude how many paths are available and the path that can be chosen. This is based on:

a) Cut graph 
b) Capacity of the arc 
c) Weight of the Upper arc (d) weight of the Lower arc.

To avoid delay in Multimedia packet routing, prior calculation is necessary for efficient packet disseminations.

Data packet transmitted along the path is successfully delivered by successful hop-by-hop fashion based on residual Energy of the node, Success ratio of the node and the Time taken to deliver the packet named these factors as TOH. Then that node is involved in transmission of considering the arc.

3.4.1 Cut graph

The basic purpose of a cut graph is to group nearby nodes thereby forming a subset, such that the next two viable hops can be decided prior to the actual hop itself, when the network is sufficiently long.

The process is carried out in such a way, that once a packet is forwarded to a node, next two best possible choices are found by the cut graph nodes based on the trigger signal sent to them from node that has received the packet.

(Trigger)\[I\] = 0,1,2..K-1
Where K is the number of Nodes in the path
If (Trigger)\[I\] = 1
(Cut graph)\[I\] =active

A cut graph usually contains around 3 or more neighbouring nodes. Including a node, the cut graph is based on their distance calculated from the current node.

Due to multipath network, the nodes in the cut graph are held till the packets cross the group. When a cut graph signal is active, this means that other transmissions through this set should wait until the transmission crosses.

3.4.2 Capacity of the Arc

From a group of nodes in a subset, two different arcs are chosen, with the help of its weight. They are considered as upper and lower arcs. As the name suggests, the lower arc has lower weight and upper arc has higher weight.

If N is the number of arcs, choose two arcs among N, for routing and allocate priority for the arc to transmit reliable data and for differentiated routing.

\[E = \{ar1, ar2, ar3, \ldots, arn\} \text{ where } n \in W;\]
Where W is the set of Whole numbers
Packet size= (Image size / 1024);

\[ds = (\text{packet size} \times 1000) - 1024\]

Priority of the arc is calculated by the capacity of the arc and it is given by the weight of the path, it is calculated as

\[W_a[i] = \max(\text{TOH}[i]);\]
\[W_a-1[i] = \max-1(\text{TOH}[i]);\]

.. 

\[W_a-n[i] = \max-n(\text{TOH}[i]);\]

\[C_a[i..n] = \{W_a[i], W_a-1[i], W_a-2[i] \ldots W_a-n[i]\}\]

\[Pr = \max(C_a[i], Ca-1[i]);\]
\[Pr-1 = \max-1(C_a[i], Ca-1[i]);\]

The pr is chosen as upper arc and Pr-1 as Lower arc

3.4.3 Upper Arc

These two arcs are required to have higher weights compared to other arcs and are regarded as optimised arcs. They are considered as upper and lower arcs. The lower arc has lower weight compared to upper.

Let K be the no of nodes in the chosen arc allotted with highest priority.

\[W_a = \{W_u, W_l\}\]

To calculate Upper arc:

\[W_u = \sum_{j=0}^{n} \left( \frac{C_a[i][j] \times ds \times f_j}{ds \times f_j > 0 \text{ otherwise}} \right) \]

--- Eq(1)

\[\text{Where, } i = \sum \text{No of hops};\]

\[j = 0\]

3.4.4 Lower Arc

To calculate Lower arc:

\[W_l = \sum_{j=0}^{n} \left( \frac{C_l[i][j] \times ds \times f_j}{ds \times f_j > 0 \text{ otherwise}} \right) \]

--- Eq(2)
The algorithm for node selection in the arc as,

Algorithm:
Initialization
Assign Equal Power for all nodes;
For each Sensor node si do 
{ 
ResidualValue(rv[i]);
Success ratio of the Node ();
Time taken to deliver the packet ();
} // To Select a node si
TOH=TOS+TOR+ Tdelivery ;
Repeat
Cut graph () //Finding subgraph
{ 
Capacity of the arc();
Upper arc Routing ();
Lower arc Routing ();
}
Until Sink (Si); 

3.5 Load Balancing
The image or video frame packets in proxy cluster head are transmitted by setting a priority for packet, choosing upper arc for transmission up to t1 seconds.\(^{(Wua)}\)
The same packet is transmitted in second arc which is the lower arc for the same amount of time as that of upper arc.\(^{(Wla)}\) This is done for the first frame because this frame is the base image, upon which all comparisons are carried out. There is no chance to lose the base image if the packet from the first arc is not reached due to congestion then the second arc packets transfers the full image or frame of the video.
Hence, duplication is avoided by comparison and reliability is supported by taking the same data in two arcs to avoid acknowledgement sending time. The second frame is compared with the first frame by the base image, upon which all comparisons are carried out. There is no chance to lose the base image if the packet from the first arc is not reached due to congestion then the second arc packets transfers the full image or frame of the video.

4. DISCUSSION

Efficiency of Proxy cluster:
The number of incoming packets at every stage of routing is calculated by assuming, following Poisson process.
Let \( P_x(t) \) represent the probability of getting \( x \) occurrences in time \( t \) and \( x \) represent the number of packets arriving at time interval \( t \). Let \( \lambda \) be the mean rate of packet arrival.

\[ P_x(t) = e^{-\lambda t} \frac{\lambda^x}{x!} \]

Where \( \Lambda = \sum_{T=0}^{n} x(t) / \text{Total time(T)} \)

The Main function of the proxy cluster is to continuously compare each frame of data and transmit only the data that is not repeated. This has proven to be efficient by the following the efficiency derivation.

Scenario: Consider a scenario, in which events occurred simultaneously in neighbouring clusters then priority is calculated by using Poisson process.
An area under coverage is observed for 10 seconds. It is seen that the time period is utilized by transmitting frames which is sent as 2 packets per second. For any situation, the first and foremost frame to be transmitted is the independent frame. In the next seconds, significant changes are seen in the vicinity and so the packets are sent without any comparisons between frames. In every second, further changes appear in the vicinity. Now, quick transmissions of packets occur.

\[ \Lambda = \sum_{T=0}^{10} x(t) / \text{Total time(T)} = 20 / 10 = 2 \]

Table 1 Without Comparison of Packet between the cluster Heads and proxy Cluster Head

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (0 sec)</th>
<th>Number of packets to be transmitted (k)</th>
<th>( P_x(t) = e^{-\lambda t} \frac{\lambda^x}{x!} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.04461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.010734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.002269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.000442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.000081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.47324</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The probability of all the covered data reaching the first cluster is low which eventually makes the probability of the data reaching
destination lower. So, each frame is compared with
the previous frames and data, which has not
occurred previously, alone is transmitted.

It is seen that, after comparison, the first 2
seconds are utilized by transmitting the independent
frame which is sent in 2 packets. In the next 4
seconds, no significant changes are seen in the
vicinity so the packets sent will be null after
comparison is over. After the 6th second, further
changes appear in the vicinity.

\[
\lambda = \sum_{t=0}^{10} x(t) / \text{Total time } T = 10 \times 10 = 1
\]

The probability, from the results shows a
significant rise thus increasing the overall
probability which bears more benefits such as less
loss of data, increased battery power, reliability of
data. Consequently the algorithm shows that the
end to end support is given by two phases, which
are comparison and transmission.

Table 2 Comparison of packet frames between
the cluster Heads and proxy Cluster Head

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sn. No</th>
<th>Number of packets to be transmitted ((s))</th>
<th>(P[N] = e^{-\lambda \cdot (N)!} / N!)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since 4, 5, 6 there is no significant changes the value is same
Case 3: \( t > 6 \sum_{i=1}^{6} p(2) \) . . . \( p(7) \), \( p(8) \), \( p(9) \), \( p(10) \) \( t > 0.667 - 0.7 

5. CONCLUSION

The paper presented is on DSOHRP, a hybrid
scheme for efficient video communications over
WMSNs. It comprises of an actuation sensor,
adaptive routing based algorithm. This ensures
removal of the redundant frame by comparing
with stored frame in the proxy cluster and efficiently
manages power. Moreover, in order to improve the
video transmission rate, the proposed scheme is
utilized an intelligent video packet, which
selectively removes jitter prior to their transmission
by means of habitual routing factors such as energy,
success ratio, time to delivery of packets, End-to-
end reliability is subsisted as well, for multimedia
transmission by sending the same amount of data in
two arcs to prevent loss of data, making every event
important. Future enhancements are also possible
by including Query driven data routing perspectives.
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